On December 9 at 5:25 a.m we received a call from my mother, who was hospitalized,
giving us the news that around 7 a.m. she would be admitted to the operating room. At that
moment all the chains of prayer became stronger. My aunt, Sister Rosario, very kindly, was a
great companion in those moments of waiting, uncertainty and anguish, always supporting us,
giving us the tranquility that we needed so much.
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It was a risky surgical procedure that required a group of highly qualified specialists. For this
reason, the vascular surgery resident was in charge of scheduling the agendas of the most
qualified vascular surgeons, neurosurgeon and anesthesiologist, and reserving the surgery
room appropriate to the needs of the procedure.

Around 1:15 p.m., we were informed that the surgery had been a complete success. My
mother, by God’s grace, came out conscious of the procedure; the doctors were very happy
and impressed to see her awake, since most patients submitted to this type of intervention
must be induced to coma so that their system can resist it. Nor was it necessary to reconstruct
the artery through a graft.
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This is the case of the servant of God Francisco Butiñá.
He began the journey of his vocational itinerary with
the determined and profound desire to identify himself with Jesus
and to serve him, with all his soul, working to make him known
and to encourage as many as possible to live their Christian faith
in order to attain holiness.

PRAYER

INFORMATIVE LEAF N.º 21

It was a great and beautiful Christmas gift, because my mother lived again and became
the loving mother she has always been. God taught us that he is always accompanying us and
putting angels in our way. On February 17 of the following year my mother underwent her
last post-surgical check-up, in which the doctor found her very well.

Luis Santiago Suárez Gómez. Bogotá, 11 November 2019

The most relevant, most outstanding figures
as followers of Jesus have become so precisely
because they have lived the love of God and of God,
and necessarily derived from
it the love of others, To an uncommon degree.
The Christian’s own word,
above all, the one who attains holiness is:
“We have believed in LOVE”, said in a thousand ways...

Finacial collaboration for the Cause: F. Cantarero (Gerona). S. C. (Gerona). Devotee of P. Butiñá
(Bañolas).

Two days later my mother was discharged from hospital. God allowed everything to
happen as perfectly as possible. He does everything well, and allowed her, beyond the initial
forecasts, to return home with us on that date and prepare for Christmas.

Through this experience, as the Suarez Gomez family, we want to give special thanks to
the Sisters, with whom, in these trances, the intercession of Father Butiñá, its founder, we have
felt it very present in our family and in the life of each one of us.

Christian faith has LOVE
at the center of his being: GOD IS LOVE:
God cannot but fill all his creatures
with love.
From there, too, the essence of the person is love:
“in the image of God he created them” (Gen 1:27b),
and its fullness, like that of God, is to love, to love always.

Process in Rome: As we repor ted in the previous Extraordinary Sheet of the Closing of the Diocesan Process, all the material
of the process was already in Rome on March 27, 2019. Pascual Cebollada, sj. and by the carriers Eulalia Ramírez, ssj. and Mª. Pilar
Marquínez, fsj.
Pappalardo, in charge of the material on the causes in the above mentioned Congregation, communicated to the postulator the date for
the opening of the cause of Fr. Butiñá: July 5, 2019.
Fr. Pascual Cebolllada has already asked for the study of the cause.
At this moment we are. We continue to place everything in the hands of the Lord.
P. Manuel Revuelta, sj.: Presided the Historical Commission in the cause of beatification of P. Butiñá. After the colection and study of
the numerous documents presentented for the Cause, he proceded to the dictamen of the personality and spirituality of the Servant
of God that this Commission most present. Father Revuelta was born in Población de Campos (Palencia-Spain) o January 1st, 1936.
Died in Salamanca (Spain) on July 16, 2019.

Up to day 11, included, were three critical days, as the tension rose to very high levels
and the heart also had to beat very fast, but by the grace of God and the medical staff,
everything went well and my mother resisted those moments in which the body increased
excessively its cardiovascular and pulmonary activity. On this date, in the afternoon, my
mother’s blood pressure was completely stabilized, the constants: heart rate, respiratory rate
and oxygen saturation normalized.

In times of uncertainty and difficulty, we have always had the valuable support of the
Hijas de San Jose, and by the grace of God, now in 2019 my mother has recovered all her
neurological qualities and leads a normal life.

“God is love,
and he who abides in love
remains in God
and God in him” (1 Jn 4:16).

He was born in Banyolas (Gerona) on April 16, 1834.
In his youth, while he was actively collaborating in the family-shop (Taller) making cords, he was studying in the Seminary of Gerona. When
he was twenty (20), he entered the Society of Jesus on October 24, 1854 and was ordained a priest on July 29, 1866 in Leon.
He was a professor in the Seminary of Salamanca from 1870 until April, 1874, when the Jesuits were exiled from Spain. Specially sensitive
to the needs of the working class, he dedicated his best gifts to them. On January, 1874, he founded the Congregation of the Siervas de San
Jose in Salamanca. The following year, he gathered another group of young women workers with the same purpose. This became the origin of
the Congregation of the Hijas de San Jose, in Calella de la Costa (Barcelona).
Butinyà accepts in depth the gift of Faith, and he does it well conscious of it. He knows it is a gift given not to keep it to himself but to
transmit it and to share it. His apostolic zeal always dwells giving him no respite to offer Jesus Gospel, in time and out of time, to all people.
That’s why he fills his days with constant preaching to simple people and with spiritual direction through an untiring task of a religious writer,
to reach the largest number of people and encourage their faith in Jesus who with Mary and Joseph works at Nazareth.
He died in Tarragona on December 18, 1899, “full of days and virtues”.

News on the Cause

According to the doctors, the artery was sagging; it was more flexible than usual. That
day my mother was born again, transferred to the Intensive Care Unit with oxygen and fluid
support. Thank God, her respiratory system was very strong and did not require intubation
or mechanical ventilation: new divine grace!

And so on until June 2018. On the morning of the 21st of this month, my mother
suffered a spontaneous rupture of the Left Vertebral Artery. She had a cerebellar infarction;
she was unconscious for 7 minutes, during which my father and I helped her by applying
acupuncture to some emergency points. Once again we found ourselves in front of a strong
test on our way because during those weeks my mother had problems walking, moving and
talking. She was diagnosed with a strange genetic condition called Muscular Fibrodysplasia
(FMD), a disease that affects the artery walls. We were informed that the malformation was
all over the neck and that a surgical intervention in the area would be catastrophic. Once the
whole reality was evaluated, it was seen that the best option was to manage the case with
anticoagulant medications and not to operate.

If I lack LOVE...

FRANCISCO BUTIÑÁ HOSPITAL, S.J.
Founder of the Siervas de San Jose and of the Hijas de San Jose

Lord, good Father, we thank you
because you revealed to Francisco Butinyà
the mystery of salvation
enclosed in the hidden life of Jesus
in Nazareth which propelled him to
transmit it with tireless courage,
above all to the workers, to guide
them to sanctity “harmonizing
prayer and work”. May the testimony
of his life help us to follow Jesus ,
the Worker and to live the Gospel of Work.

Following his trajectory, we find that this purpose grew, clearly, in
depth and breadth throughout his life, in such a way that we can
say that Jesus occupied the center of his heart and was the motor
of his apostolic charity with all, great and small,
especially with the least.
In a few brief paragraphs on the human and spiritual figure
of the Servant of God, his Josephines refer several
times to his charity, simplicity and apostolic zeal, virtues
“of which he gave them such solid lessons
and no less examples”

In his hands we present to you this need

(History of the Institute of the Religious Daughters of St. Joseph.
Volume I Gerona 1942, p. XXII).

we have (mention the grace asked for).

In order to receive more information, report testimonies,
communicate thanksgiving or financial help for the Cause:
address to any house of the two congregations or to:

Secretariado P. Francisco Butiñá. Cause of canonization.
Gral. Asensio Cabanillas, 18 - 28003 Madrid
e-mail: secretariadobutinya@planalfa.es - Tel.: 91 533 09 97

FRANCISCO

“The fire that burned in his soul
embraced the whole world and gave him no moment of rest…
making himself loved and desired everywhere
by his charity and simplicity, and so was he the Father of Charity.
as called by his own and by strangers.”
(History of the Institute of the Religious Daughters of St. Joseph.
Volume I. Gerona 1942, p. XXIII).
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From that abundance of his heart was born, as we have just seen, his
doing. His mouth and his pen also spoke, for he never tired of proposing
charity as the distinctive mark of the Christian and of spreading its central role
in the growth of Christian life and holiness:
Mª SG,fsj. Madrid

WHAT DOES CHARITY HAVE?
“In the field of life,
if thistles abound,
there’s no shortage of flowers either;
		 and the soul of every flower
		 is holy charity.
		 Does it beat in your heart?
Love he who has no ambition,
who doesn’t ask the loved one
prize, laurel nor crown.
Who, forgotten and sold,
continues forgiving and loving;
that love, son of Heaven,
		 perennial flame of light
and spring of comfort,
has only one model:
Christ, conquering on the cross.
What does CHARITY have
that it beautifies the soul so much?”
–F. Butiña–
(Transmitted by the first Sisters)

And in other writings

With the intercession of Father Butiñá

“You will have the consolation of having left your beloved offspring, as well as your
domestic servants, the best inheritance of the Christian, an unblemished charity”.
(Dedication of La Luz del Menestral to the brothers Manuel and Fulgencio
Tabernero, patrons of Salamanca who financed the edition of the work. 1874)
Butiñá left unpublished a voluminous work: “Apuntes de doctrina cristiana”, a kind of “catechism”, an
exposition of the fundamentals of Christianity.
There are four volumes. In the first one it exposes everything that has to do with FAITH, in the one
with HOPE, in the third one with CHARITY, and in the fourth one with the SACRAMENTS.
It is very relevant that, at the very beginning of this third volume, he alludes to St. Paul’s text on charity,
-1 Cor 13, 1-13–, the ‘Hymn to charity’, as the translations of the Bible usually call it:

“After exposing the excellence of charity, St. Paul retraces its qualities, saying: (1. Cor. XIII.):
Charity is long suffering, sweet and beneficent;
charity does not envy,
does not work hastily or recklessly, nor is he arrogant,
is neither ambitious nor pursues its interests;
is not irritated, does not think badly, does not strike injustice,
and is pleased with the truth.
Charity is accommodating to all,
he believes everything with docility,
He expects everything, and endures everything.
Charity never dies: prophecies have their end, the gift of tongues ceases, and the sciences are destroyed.
Finally, St. Paul says: “Now these three virtues remain: faith, hope and charity; but of the three, charity is the most
excellent of all”.

(Notes on Christian Doctrine. v. III, c. I, pp. 1-3)

This reference is also very significant and is given a little further on from the previous quotation:

“Biblical examples”
Pope Gregory the Great
shows us by a series of facts drawn from Scripture
the fruitfulness of God’s love.

Sarcophagus where
the remains of Father Butiñá rest.
Crypt of the Church in the Mother
House of the Hijas de San Jose.
Gerona.

The five bas-reliefs that appear on the front of the sarcophagus reflect the five virtues that,
according to the first Sisters, would characterize Father Butiñá:
FIDESFAITH, SPESHOPE, OBEDIENTIAOBEDIENCE, CHARITAS CHARITY LOVE,
and ZELUSZEAL APOSTOLIC
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1. It was love that prompted Abel to offer God the best lamb of his flock and to patiently receive the blow of
death.
2. It was love that taught Enoch to live a wholly spiritual life, and that took him away from this world and transported
him to a higher world.
3. It was love that caused Noah to find grace before God, in whose presence the rest of the human race had fallen into
disgrace; love that gave him the virtue to make the ark, inspired him to practice good works, and preserved his life.
................
5. Love, which made Abraham the father of many families and gave him strength to hear the voice of God concerning
his son Isaac.
6. Love, which sustained Joseph sold by his brothers, ... prompting him to forgive his brothers made viceroy of Egypt.
7. Love moved Moses to offer himself as a victim to the Lord to forgive his people.
8. Love, which kept Samuel humble in elevation, and blameless in lowliness: persecuted by his people he loved him
confessing clearly that he had not sought the power from which he had fallen.
................
13. Love kept the three young men in the furnace of Babylon, as it kept them clean from sin.
14. Love obtained Magdalene’s justification in the house of Simon the leper.
15. Love communicated to St. Paul an invincible patience.
(Notes on Christian Doctrine. v. III, c. I, pp. 1-3)

SUAREZ GOMEZ FAMILY LIFE EXPERIENCE
Many times, we do not understand God’s designs; he manifests himself in our lives in many ways, which
our human reasoning often does not understand. Life itself is a miracle: every inspiration, every exhalation,
every heartbeat... constitute a mechanism of perfect life.
We have a great gift: our body, which allows us to know and interact with other people and with the
environment. Our organism is a network of extraordinary biochemical systems, and their functions are
coordinated and synchronized in a wonderful way... Undoubtedly, a ‘divine breath’ sustains and pushes our
life. Who is capable of making a material being eminently able to breathe, feel, express intense emotions...?
My answer is: God. As much as we can, we can only have a limited knowledge of Him, transcendent and
spirit.
From this conviction I want to share the profound experience that, from November 7, 2015 to recent
dates, God has allowed the Suarez Gomez family to experience. We have been able to reflect, to value life
and to understand that we must intensely take advantage of the continuous miracles that God performs in
our lives.
On November 7, 2015, my mother had a medical check-up in which an ultrasound would be
performed on her neck, because she had, for several years, a pulsatile mass at the level of the thyroid
gland. The doctors always said that they were inflammatory adenopathies at the level of the neck nodes
produced by hypothyroidism. However, in that ultrasound, the doctor found a rare anomaly whose
consequences are disastrous for life: he found a giant fusiform aneurysm, not thrombosed, located in the
left internal carotid artery at the level of the carotid sinus, a region highly delicate because of the vital
functions it generates.
At this time, the family, with the support of the Hijas de San Jose, undertook prayer chains, made
the novena to Father Francisco Javier Butiñá S. J., founder of the Hijas de San Jose, receiving the constant
support of the community in times of concern. God allowed that, in spite of having such a large aneurysm
and in such a delicate area, he would not have presented complications in his bodily functions. That was a
real miracle. In those circumstances, my mother was very calm; she received the anointing of the sick and
the laying on of hands from the priest of the parish of St. Albert the Great in Bogotá. (...) Spiritual energy
and prayer were really determining factors for my mother and the whole family to face the situation very
calmly; we knew that my mother was stable, but we didn’t know if she would succeed in the surgery that
the case required.
The night of December 2 was a critical night. Around 11:45 p.m. my mother began to suffer episodes of
hypotension and bradycardia, lowered blood pressure and heart rate, continuous cold and constant feeling
of fainting (...) Through healing exercises it was possible for her to return to normal blood pressure levels
around 2 a.m. and for her heart rate to be regulated little by little.
The next day we went to the emergency room and obtained a test, which would completely occlude the
blood flow of the left carotid artery, look at brain behavior in its absence. This procedure was scheduled for
December 14, but, by God’s grace, it was performed on December 4. At that time the doctors determined
the urgency of performing the surgery as soon as possible, because of the imminent risk in my mother’s life.
On December 7, the vascular surgery resident doctor called us and she took care of the case and told
us to go back to the hospital for emergency surgery. The date of the surgery was not foreseeable. The good
work of this doctor, true angel in our way, got done immediately.
The next day we were told that the surgery had to be open. Given the size of the aneurysm, they had
to enter through the neck, specifically severing the sternocleidomastoid muscle until they reached the left
internal carotid artery, resect and separate arteries, nerves and structures adjacent to it, stop the left cerebral
irrigation for several minutes and in the shortest time possible to resect the aneurysm and repair the artery.
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